Your Road to Citrix Workspace
Simpliﬁed with 10ZiG
Combining Power, Speed, and Performance of 10ZiG Citrix Ready Premium Endpoints
with automated deployments and management via The 10ZiG Manager™

P RO D U C T FEATURES
10ZiG Endpoints & The 10ZiG Manager pave the way for
an incredible performance level with Citrix Workspace.
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KEY D IF F ERENTI ATORS
The winning combination of 10ZiG and Citrix can drive
success for your organization.
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TOP B ENEFI TS
What is a Citrix Ready Premium Endpoint capable of delivering?
Exclusive complete hybrid solution
support with Azure, AWS, Oracle, and
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Your digital transformation journey starts with the complete
hybrid solution that gets you where you want with the
trusted partnership of 10ZiG and Citrix.
Learn more!
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